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SECTION 40:    PROJECT REQUIREMENTS  
– Writing/Creative & Leisure Arts 

 

The Writer in You   Guidelines: Find the motivation you need to start or continue your  

588   exploration of the art of writing. Explore why to write, where to get ideas, theme, 
character, plot and setting, word choice, imagery and dialogue. Keep it all in 
one place to create a portfolio each year.  

   Judging Requirements: Completed project book and turn in your entire    

                                                     completed project to the Extension Office no later than June 28th .  
    Interview judging is not required for this project. 
 

Get Started in Art Guidelines: Explore the basic elements of visual art through activities on  

592 color, line, space, balance, and more, and then complete your own work of 
art. What can you do? Ceramics, drawing, painting, sculpture, printmaking, 
design, and crafts are all possibilities. Appropriate for members of all skill 
levels and ages, this project can be repeated as long as new learning takes 
place and new works of art are completed. All eleven activities must 

 be completed. 

 Judging Requirements: Completed project book and completed art 

projects. The projects brought to judging may not be a school project.   

 

Seeing Through Guidelines: Learn more about visual communications with this hands-on  
Graphic Design approach to graphic design. Activities cover color, typography, design basics,  
593 symbolism, and branding. 

                                            Judging Requirements:  Completed project book and your project 

portfolio.  
 

My Favorite Things  Guidelines:  Are you interested in creating a personal collection? Learn  

496  about the various types of collections, the ins and outs of the collecting 
process, and how to best display your items.  

Judging Requirements: Completed project book, bring a representative 

of your collection to share and an exhibit of something learned in the project. 
 

Cake Decorating Guidelines: Member will practice baking and frosting single layer cakes until  
Project & Record Book you master a level cake with smooth icing; develop a skill in using professional  
492 cake decorating equipment, experiment with different tips to see how many  
 designs you can make, including a star, leaf, lettering, borders and flowers. 
 Older members can experiment with fondant, basket weave, combination  
 border, flower nail flowers and special effects.   
 492 R Cake Decorating Resource Handbook is recommended for this  
 Project. 
 Judging Requirements:  1) Completed project book.  2)  Prepare a decorated  
 cake (can be single or double layer).  2) On cardboard or a plate, show an  
 example of a star, leaf, lettering, 3 different borders, 3 different flowers and 1  
 figure piping. 3) An exhibit of something learned in the project. 
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Scrapbooking Guidelines: This project is designed for youth with limited experience in 
497 scrapbooking. Scrapbooking is an excellent way to capture and  
 preserve all your favorite activities. Explore project areas such as your picture,  
 layout and design, crop and chop and journaling.  
    Judging Requirements: Completed project book and bring a scrapbook to  
 show the judge. 
 
YOU CAN QUILT! Guidelines: Curious about quilting but don’t know where to start? Look no 
499 further! Members gather quilting tools, select and cut fabrics, stitch pieces  
 together, and before they know it – they’re quilting! Choose from two patterns  
 to make two mini quilts, one to keep and one for donation. Mini quilts will be  
 donated to the Neonatal Unit at St. V’s Hospital in Toledo.  
 Judging Requirements: Completed project book, bring two mini quilts that  
 you have constructed using patterns in the project book. (one to be donated.) 
  
Quilting the  Guidelines: This project is for 4-H members who have completed You Can  
Best Better Quilt! Now you can practice and refine your quilting skills by using the half - 
498 square triangle method on built-in community service project and on your  
 own lap quilt. Use some advanced tools and gadgets too!  
 Judging Requirements: Completed project book, quilt blocks, a pillow to be 

donated, and a lap quilt (minimum 30" x 30" and maximum 54" x 72"). 
   

 


